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Qualifying Self: Capturing Individuals

In the era of the web of things, everything is connected to the web. The invisible wire that links domestic appliances, electronic gadgets and cars often trap
human-beings that use, interact with, and drive them.
The quantifying self (QS1) movement describes individuals and groups engaged in the self-tracking of any data regarding biological, physical, and environmental activities. QS1 relies on all the technologies that capture measurable
aspects of our lives. For instance, wearable devices can track weight, energy level,
and sleep quality. Moreover, we can combine the metrics above to derive insight
into health, cognitive and athletics performance [3].
Despite all the information we can already collect, a simple the question remains unanswered What characterizes who we are as individuals? To an
answer to such a question, we must debate about the QS1’ slogan, i.e., ”know thy
numbers to know thyself”. The idea of us as measurable entities is at least simplistic since it neglects all the aspects that we cannot reduce to numeric values.
What we need in an alternative movement that promotes ways for connecting
individuals and capturing the intrinsic originalities that characterize each of use.
We call this Qualifying Self (QS2).
The vision of a world of human-beings interconnected through the web is
neither utopian nor dystopian, but it seems an obvious consequence of the spirit
of the times. Indeed, at the time of social networks, the web is the place where
social interactions happen via improved communication tools. However, if we
consider how can we link people in the real world, we immediately reach an
Orwellian atmosphere where everybody must be uniquely identified.
A controversial challenge, with many ethical implications, is identity resolution. Indeed, connecting human-beings to the web demands to resolve identities,
which has many ethical implications, e.g., it contrasts with the self-determination
principles. The QS1 movement itself received several criticisms concerning privacy, data-ownership, and the economic value of the information we share. Further problems and more practical problems that have social implication are datafetishism, i.e., to the sense of achievement caused by the collection of numerical
data, and the data-literacy, i.e., the knowledge required to interpret the collected
data adequately.
A QS2 movement would not be free from debating the same topics, especially
those related to privacy and self-determination. These shortcomings call for distinguishing between identity and individuality (or distinctiveness). The former

